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The First Promise is a translation of Ashapurna Debi s novel, Pratham Pratisruti, originally
published in Bengali in 1964. Celebrated as one of the most popular and path-breaking novels of
its time, it has received continual critical acclaim: the Rabindra Puraskar (the Tagore Prize)
in 1966 and the Bharitiya Jnanpith, India s highest literary award, in 1977. Spanning the late
eighteenth and early twentieth centuries, Ashapurna tells the story of the struggles and efforts
of women in nineteenth-century, colonial Bengal in a deceptively easy and conversational style.
The charming eight-year old heroine, Satyabati is a child bride who leaves her husband s village
for Calcutta, the capital of British India where she is caught in the social dynamics of women s
education, social reform agendas, modern medicine and urban entertainment. As she makes her way
through this complex maze, making sense of the rapidly changing world around her, Satyabati
nurtures hopes and aspirations for her daughter. But the promises held out by modernity turn out
to be empty, instigating Satyabati to break away from her inherited world and initiate a quest
that takes her to the very heart of tradition.
Among the most famous visionaries of our times, J. Krishnamurti (1895–1986) continues to
transform thought, lifestyles, and education across continents more than three decades after his
death. In this new biography, tracing the nine long decades of his life, from his growing-up
years, his relationships to his writings and talks, Roshen Dalal provides a much-needed
corrective – an objective and balanced view of his legacy. Adopted by Theosophists at the age of
fourteen, and proclaimed a world teacher and messiah, in 1929, Krishnamurti dissolved the Order
of the Star created for him and went on to develop his own philosophy. What is it about his
ideas that draws the following of generations of people? Delivered to a divided world then, what
makes his message so relevant now? While his ideas on education are idealistic, why do they
continue to be everlasting in their contribution and appeal? Krishnamurti’s vision is of a world
without boundaries or wars, a world where compassion and goodness predominate, and his message
is that such a world can be arrived at only through individual transformation.B24 There is no
direct path to transformation, yet through intense perception and understanding, it is possible
to achieve this goal. Carefully reconstructing the events and extracting the essence of his
talks, Dalal dispels several myths, explains his teachings, and reveals the underlying
theosophical and occult influence in Krishnamurti’s life. Here is the most complete biography
yet, of one of the greatest thinkers of the twentieth century.
From bestselling author Anh Do comes the hilarious hit chapter book series, WeirDo. These
illustrated books will keep readers laughing as Weir and his friends navigate the trials of
elementary school. Meet Weir Do.No, that's not a typo, that's his name!Weir Do's the new kid in
school. With an unforgettable name, a crazy family, and some seriously weird habits, fitting in
won't be easy . . . but it will be funny!
"The Amazing Adventures of Aya & Pete" series tells the stories of a little girl named Aya who
travels the world with her parents and her buddy, Pete. Aya & Pete visit Paris, where they try
croque-monsieur sandwiches, and explore the famed landmarks of the City of Light. Aya and Pete
also learn basic language, currency, geography and local customs. At the end of each story, Aya
collects a souvenir unique to the destination to remind her of their travels.The Aya & Pete
series explores the world through a child's eye and shares the adventure and excitement of
visiting new destinations.
The Amazing Adventures of Aya & Pete in Paris!
Bengali Language Handbook
Entrepreneurship and Industrialisation
Stories of Lord Vishnu
Gender, Genre, and the Supernatural in Hindi Commercial Cinema
Hacking Fatherhood
A comprehensive guide for those experiencing puberty or those who want to learn more about the crucial
development of adolescents from age 13 to 19. Provides over 600 essays on the most important topics
surrounding teen health. Written by medical professionals, these easy-to-understand articles reach across nearly
20 categories of health related issues important to teens.
An explosive insider account of grime, from subculture to international phenomenon. ***** A group of kids in the
2000s had a dream to make their voice heard - and this book documents their seminal impact on today's pop
culture. DJ Target grew up in Bow under the shadow of Canary Wharf, with money looming close on the skyline.
The 'Godfather of Grime' Wiley and Dizzee Rascal first met each other in his bedroom. They were all just grime
kids on the block back then, and didn't realise they were to become pioneers of an international music revolution.
A movement that permeates deep into British culture and beyond. Household names were borne out of those
housing estates, and the music industry now jumps to the beat of their gritty reality rather than the tune of glossy
aspiration. Grime has shaken the world and Target is revealing its explosive and expansive journey in full, using
his own unique insight and drawing on the input of grime's greatest names.
The twelfth dimension is a realm of pure invention, where the combination of song and DNA sequences bring forth
creations of beauty and excellence. It is here that the angelic, otherworldly being Tsera resides as the Main
Creator. But when her position is challenged by Lerion, a confident young novice who dreams of ruling the
universe, Tsera must place her hope in a human being named Eleanor who lives on planet Earth. Eleanor is a timid
girl who lives at the abbey. Like her mother before her, she has an incredible gift of song, and her singing can
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yield food from barren land—a gift Mother Superior doesn’t want to lose. When mysterious mists and sinkholes
begin threatening her planet, Eleanor discovers she is the key to her world’s survival—and Tsera’s last hope. With
the help of her friends and her pet goat, Eleanor must embark on a journey to find the perfect tear and save Earth.
Your Happiness Was Hacked Why Tech Is Winning the Battle to Control Your Brain—and How to Fight Back Do you
feel in control of your life or enslaved by your devices? Have you risked your life texting and driving? Do you
sympathize with a test group of students who endured painful shocks rather than be separated from their phones?
Digital technology is wonderful, but it's making us miserable, say former tech executives Vivek Wadhwa and Alex
Salkever. There's a reason Apple CEO Tim Cook told the Guardian he won't let his nephew on social networks.
We've become a nation of tech addicts—although it's not entirely our fault, and it is possible to enjoy the benefits
of technology while taking our happiness back from the bots. Wadhwa and Salkever describe the applied
neuroscience techniques developers are using to make their products so insidiously habit-forming and, drawing on
the latest research, detail the negative impact of technology in four key areas: love, work, play, and life. There are
dozens of vivid examples. Online dating apps like Tinder encourage users to evaluate people like products,
leading to superficial, unsatisfying relationships. Workers check their email an average of seventy-seven times a
day, wreaking havoc on productivity. Children now spend nearly twice as much time playing inside with their
screens as they do outside in the natural world—it is any wonder childhood obesity is a problem? The light from
the devices so many of us look at right before we go to sleep suppresses the production of melatonin, a hormone
vital for sleep and healthy organ functioning. But there's a way out. Wadhwa and Salkever lay out simple,
common-sense ways to disrupt developers' efforts to get you hooked, including six simple questions to help you
decide what role any given technology should play in your life. Ironically, they even describe some emerging
technologies designed to give users more control. Get back to making technology serve you, not the other way
around!
Proceedings of 2nd International Conference, ICICC 2017
Stories
Intelligent Computing and Information and Communication
Cybernetics, Cognition and Machine Learning Applications
Haunting Bollywood
Grime Kids
In this collection of suspenseful tales in which fantasies, murderous dreams and half-forgotten worlds
are exposed, Daphne du Maurier explores the boundaries of reality and imagination. Her characters are
caught at those moments when the delicate link between reason and emotion has been stretched to the
breaking point. Often chilling, sometimes poignant, these stories display the full range of Daphne du
Maurier's considerable talent. "The appeal of romance and the clash of highly-charged emotions."-New
York Herald-Tribune
School is almost out for Audrey, but the panic attacks are just beginning. Because Audrey told a lie
and now her classmate, Ana, is dead. Just as her world begins to spin out of control, Audrey meets the
enigmatic Rad – the boy who could turn it all around. But will their ill-timed romance drive her closer
to the edge?
Join Aya & Pete in the third installment of this beloved children's travel book series! In 'The Amazing
Adventures of Aya & Pete New York,' Aya and Pete travel to the Big Apple to visit family and tour the
city. Aya loves seeing all the sites, but Pete finds New York a bit overwhelming! See what happens in
this exciting new release from Ashima Publishing.
Can a devadasi fall in love? Yes. But is she allowed to do so? A devadasi is an ever-auspicious one,
presiding over the temple rituals, entertaining the king and brought up to respect and follow
traditions mindlessly. Nitya does all that unquestioningly until she meets Prabhas. Prabhas, the young
rebel who grew up in a devadasi household, finally mellows to become an excellent musician. But just as
he readies for a duty-bound life ahead, he encounters Nitya. As Kaveri, Nitya’s mother, and the town’s
dashing chief Yugendra personify the social hierarchy, rigid customs and hypocrisy of the day to tear
them apart, do Nitya and Prabhas stand a chance? What survives? Love that knows no bounds or traditions
that were the very essence of their existence?
The Breaking Point
A Yogi's Guide to Joy
The Ramsays' real-life encounters with the supernatural
Dashavatar
Loveish
Love Story of a Devdasi
John L. Esposito is one of America's leading authorities on Islam. Now, in this brilliant portrait of Islam today-- and tomorrow-- he draws on a
lifetime of thought and research to provide an accurate, richly nuanced, and revelatory account of the fastest growing religion in the world.
Here Esposito explores the major questions and issues that face Islam in the 21st century and that will deeply affect global politics: Is Islam
compatible with modern notions of democracy, rule of law, gender equality, and human rights? How representative and widespread is Islamic
fundamentalism and the threat of global terrorism? Can Muslim minority communities be loyal citizens in America and Europe? In the midst of
these questions Esposito places an important emphasis on the issue of Islamophobia, the threat it poses, and its vast impact on politics and
society in the US and Europe. He also turns the mirror on the US and Europe and paints a revealing portrait of how we appear to Muslims.
Recent decades have brought extraordinary changes in the Muslim world, and in addressing these issues, Esposito paints a complex picture
of Islam in all its diversity--a picture of urgent importance as we face the challenges of the coming century.
The Book Seeks To Present A Basic Course In Spoken Bengali. The Emphasis In The Book Is Upon Speaking And Understanding The
Language Without Neglecting Its Structure. In Fact The Approach Is A Compromise Between Purely Structural And Purely Cultural
Orientation. The Course Is Divided Into Seventeen Lessons.
A HARROWING MEDICAL CRISIS. A DOCTOR IN THE EYE OF THE STORM. HIS ACCOUNT OF WHAT REALLY HAPPENED. On the
evening of 10 August 2017, liquid oxygen ran out at the state-run Baba Raghav Das Medical College’s Nehru Hospital in Gorakhpur, Uttar
Pradesh. Reportedly, over the next two days, more than eighty patients – sixty-three children and eighteen adults – lost their lives. In the
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intervening hours, Dr Kafeel Khan, the junior-most lecturer at the college’s paediatrics department, went to extraordinary lengths to secure
oxygen cylinders, perform emergency treatment and rally the staff in order to prevent as many deaths as possible. As the news of the tragedy
grabbed national attention, Khan was called a hero for working ceaselessly to control the crisis and drawing attention to a healthcare system
in dire need of repair. But a few days later, he found himself suspended and that an FIR had been filed against nine individuals, including him,
for corruption and medical negligence, among other grave charges. Soon after he was summarily carted off to jail. The Gorakhpur Hospital
Tragedy is Kafeel Khan’s first-hand chronicle of the events of that fateful night in August 2017 and the gut-wrenching turmoil that followed – a
suspension without end, an eight-month-long incarceration and a relentless fight for justice in the face of extreme apathy and persecution.
Commentary on 'The Bhagavad Geeta' by Swami Mukundananda
Bhagavad Geeta
Savi and the Memory Keeper
Madam Prime Minister
Brahmakamal
The Konkani Saraswat Cookbook
Programming the Mobile Web
Love-ish is Sakshi's debut poetry collection. Its a collection of poems about love, well something like love . The book weaves a story about
a relationship that feels like the one true love and has moments as passionate and intense like it but ultimately ends in an inconsolable
heartbreak. It is about relationships that are not straightforward but complex. Not love, not lust but kinda love-ish.
Meet the Original Superheroes. Before there was Batman, Wonder Woman, or Black Panther...there was Indra, Hindu king of gods, who
battled a fearsome snake to save the world from drought. Athena, the powerful Greek goddess of wisdom who could decide the fate of
battles before they even began. Okuninushi, the Japanese hero who defeated eighty brothers to become king and then traded it all for a
chance at immortality. Featuring more than 70 characters from 23 cultures around the world, this A-to-Z encyclopedia of mythology is a
who's who of powerful gods and goddesses, warriors and kings, enchanted creatures and earthshaking giants whose stories have been
passed down since the beginning of time—and are now given fresh life for a new generation of young readers. Plus, You'll Learn All About:
Dragons: The Hydra, St. George's Dragon, and the Australian Rainbow Snake Giants: Grendel, Balor of the Evuil Eye, Polyphemus, and the
Purusha with the thousand heads Monsters: Manticore, Sphinx, Minotaur, Thunderbird, and Echidne, mother of the Nemean lion that
nearly killed Heracles Underworlds: Travel to Hades, Valhalla, and the Elysian Fields
Tagore wrote Shey to satisfy his nine year old granddaughter's demands for stories. Even as Tagre began to create his fantasy, he
planned a story that had no end, and to keep the tales spinning he employed the help of 'Shey', a "man constituted entirely of words" and
rather talented at concoting tall tales. So we enter the world of Shey's extraordinary adventures, encountering a bizarre cast of
characters, grotesque creatures and caricatures of contemporary figures and events as well as mythological heroes and deities - all
brought to life through a sparkling play of words and illustrations in Tagore's unique style.
Hacking Fatherhood is the content rich, 24-month guide for serious dads-to-be. This chronological action plan is loaded with little known
insights and superior strategies to become a family hero in the modern age. It's the ultimate manual for guys who are willing to work
smarter to achieve elite success. Much more than a collection of easy tips for merely surviving pregnancy, this is the advanced plan for
thriving as a new father and family leader. Each section is packed will valuable tactics to fortify your marriage, save your wallet, and
transform you into the man you were designed to be. Topics include: Fertility secrets that men have never been told Navigating health
insurance like a pro Hacking nutrition and pre-programming your baby's good habits Maintaining peak performance for the entire family
Managing pregnancy, one trimester at time How to be a rock star husband and make your marriage stronger than ever How to deal with
unexpected complications Preparing for and managing pre-labor, labor, and delivery Hospital hacks to make life easier Establishing
superior feeding and sleeping routines to reduce stress How to negotiate medical bills and cut them in half Restarting your life with a new
identity From 24 months B.C. (before child) to 1 week A.D. (after delivery), Dr. Nate Dallas will be your step-by-step mentor, ensuring that
you get a tremendous start as you step into your new role.
Basic Course in Spoken Bengali, with Emphasis Upon Speaking and Understanding the Language
The Illegal: A Novel
Sad Girls
Why Tech Is Winning the Battle to Control Your Brain--and How to Fight Back
The First Promise
The Perfect Tear

Set largely in the Prime Minister's official residence, the Race Course Road complex, Race Course Road
revolves around the aftermath of the assassination of a sitting Prime Minister and the battle for
succession that ensues within his family, with the elder son and heir, Karan Pratap Singh, trying to fight
off the challenge presented by his charismatic half-sister, Asha Devi. As the search for the murderer
continues, sex scandals surface, revelations about dodgy arms deals rock India, and rival TV anchors
shout and spar even as the country undertakes one of its most bitterly-contested general elections ever.
Who will get to live in Race Course Road once the votes have been counted? Who will get to rule India for
the next five years? Who will be the new Prime Minister of India? Read the ultimate insider's political
thriller to find out.
The Poems Included In This Book Have Been Composed Over A Period Of As Many As Sixty Years, The First
As Early As 1881 And The Last Barely A Week Before The Poet'S Death In 1941. The Poems Illustrate An
Astounding Variety Of Interests And A Great Imaginative Sweep. A Number Of Manuscripts Pages And
Twenty Colour Reproductions Of Rabindranath'S Paintings Add To The Value Of This New Edition.
Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone,
and smartphones powered by Android, webOS, and other platforms. If you're an experienced web
developer, this book shows you how to build a standard app core that you can extend to work with
specific devices. You'll learn the particulars and pitfalls of building mobile apps with HTML, CSS, and other
standard web tools. You'll also explore platform variations, finicky mobile browsers, Ajax design patterns
for mobile, and much more. Before you know it, you'll be able to create mashups using Web 2.0 APIs in
apps for the App Store, App World, OVI Store, Android Market, and other online retailers. Learn how to use
your existing web skills to move into mobile development Discover key differences in mobile app design
and navigation, including touch devices Use HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Ajax to create effective user
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interfaces in the mobile environment Learn about technologies such as HTML5, XHTML MP, and WebKit
extensions Understand variations of platforms such as Symbian, BlackBerry, webOS, Bada, Android, and
iOS for iPhone and iPad Bypass the browser to create offline apps and widgets using web technologies
Haunting Bollywood is a pioneering, interdisciplinary inquiry into the supernatural in Hindi cinema that
draws from literary criticism, postcolonial studies, queer theory, history, and cultural studies. Hindi
commercial cinema has been invested in the supernatural since its earliest days, but only a small
segment of these films have been adequately explored in scholarly work; this book addresses this gap by
focusing on some of Hindi cinema’s least explored genres. From Gothic ghost films of the 1950s to snake
films of the 1970s and 1980s to today’s globally influenced zombie and vampire films, Meheli Sen delves
into what the supernatural is and the varied modalities through which it raises questions of film form,
history, modernity, and gender in South Asian public cultures. Arguing that the supernatural is dispersed
among multiple genres and constantly in conversation with global cinematic forms, she demonstrates that
it is an especially malleable impulse that routinely pushes Hindi film into new formal and stylistic
territories. Sen also argues that gender is a particularly accommodating stage on which the supernatural
rehearses its most basic compulsions; thus, the interface between gender and genre provides an
exceptionally productive lens into Hindi cinema’s negotiation of the modern and the global. Haunting
Bollywood reveals that the supernatural’s unruly energies continually resist containment, even as they
partake of and sometimes subvert Hindi cinema’s most enduring pleasures, from songs and stars to myth
and melodrama.
Race Course Road
Inner Engineering
J. Krishnamurti: A Life of Compassion beyond Boundaries
The Amazing Adventures of Aya and Pete in New York
Proceedings of ICCCMLA 2020
The Gorakhpur Hospital Tragedy
Lakshmi is the goddess of all that is good-wealth (dhana), beauty (saundarya) and happiness (sukha). As Vishnu's consort and in her
incarnations as Sita and Rukmini, she represents the ideal of femininity in Hinduism. She is also Shri, the goddess of fertility and grain, and
Mahalakshmi, the amalgam of the goddesses Kali, Lakshmi and Sarasvati. She is benevolent and generous, yet it takes surprisingly little to
offend her. And when she leaves, her place is taken by Alakshmi, all that Lakshmi is not-poverty, pestilence and ill fortune. How did this
popular and accessible goddess come to represent these qualities? R. Mahalakshmi presents an evocative picture of the mythical and
historical development of the goddess Lakshmi. Using a range of sources, from ancient texts to sculptures and everyday religious customs
and prayers, this fascinating and deeply-insightful book sheds new light not only on the figure of Lakshmi, but also on the fundamental tenets
of Hinduism as it is practised today.
‘[An] incredible debut’ - Stylist 'A novel about home, about belonging and exile; a compelling and complex insight into a recent past that still
resonates' - Irish Times Uganda 1972 A devastating decree is issued: all Ugandan Asians must leave the country in ninety days. They must
take only what they can carry, give up their money and never return. For Asha and Pran, married a matter of months, it means abandoning
the family business that Pran has worked so hard to save. For his mother, Jaya, it means saying goodbye to the house that has been her
home for decades. But violence is escalating in Kampala, and people are disappearing. Will they all make it to safety in Britain and will they
be given refuge if they do? And all the while, a terrible secret about the expulsion hangs over them, threatening to tear the family apart. From
the green hilltops of Kampala, to the terraced houses of London, Neema Shah’s extraordinarily moving debut Kololo Hill explores what it
means to leave your home behind, what it takes to start again, and the lengths some will go to protect their loved ones.
The Ramsays, India's first family of horror, are synonymous with the supernatural and gore. Through their films and series they introduced
India to churails that floated across the screen, ghouls that woke up from eerie graveyards, and houses that buzzed with ghosts. But few
knew that behind the production drama, elaborate sets, and haunting showtunes, there was a more sinister story. For the Ramsays, the
supernatural wasn't just stuck to the screens and camera - it creeped into their lives, too. Alisha Kirpalani, the granddaughter of FU Ramsay,
has grown up on stories that question reality and bring a chill to the bone. In time, she, too, followed her family's footsteps and saw through
the veil that separates this world and the Other. From the woman on the highway that Shyam Ramsay met to an eerie and persistent
knocking that came from every house that Tanuja Ramsay lived in to Amit Ramsay's unwelcome dead visitor at Lamington House, the
original home of the Ramsays, this book has the improbable, bizarre and spine-chilling all parading through its chapters.
The African Economic Outlook 2017 presents the continent’s current state of affairs and forecasts its situation for the coming two years.
The Future of Islam
The Inside Story of the Global Grime Takeover
Ghosts in Our Backyard
A wonderfully atmospheric tale for winter reading
Kololo Hill
Your Happiness Was Hacked
Did you know that each avatar of Vishnu arrived with a specific purpose? Time and again, Vishnu has
manifested in different forms to fulfil his role as a ‘protector’ of the world. Among the long list of
24 avatars, ten avatars have captured our imagination for centuries together—matsya, Kurma, Varaha,
Narasimha, Vamana, Parshuram, Rama, Krishna, Buddha, and Kalki. But how exactly did these avatars impact
the society? And how do they link to the Charles Darwin theory of evolution? While each avatar has its
own set of legends that extoll their characteristics and deeds, the stories behind them are just as
interesting and informative. Presented in a contemporary and unbiased perspective, these stories of the
ten avatars of Vishnu are an attempt to make mythology more believable and relevant to the world that we
live in today.
The volume presents high quality research papers presented at Second International Conference on
Information and Communication Technology for Intelligent Systems (ICICC 2017). The conference was held
during 2–4 August 2017, Pune, India and organized communally by Dr. Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace
University, Pune, India at MIT College of Engineering, Pune and supported by All India Council for
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Technical Education (AICTE) and Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). The volume
contains research papers focused on ICT for intelligent computation, communications and audio, and video
data processing.
If Savi were to make a list of things that were the absolute worst, moving to Shajarpur would be right
on top. Well, right after the point about missing her father. And death. And her new school, with the
most stuck-up of classmates. Worse, she is now part of an eco club in which they make fun of her for not
having enough green gyaan. And those stuck-up classmates seem to be her new friends. Wait, what? How did
that happen? But Savi is too busy figuring out why in the world she, a certified brown thumb, is
suddenly able to talk to us (her plants) and to the ginormous ficus tree, whose heartwood seems full of
secrets. Funny, thoughtful and deeply moving, this is a story of loss, climate change and the magical
power of... Ahem. Actually, why don't we just let Savi tell it now?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Thought leader, visionary, philanthropist, mystic, and yogi Sadhguru
presents Western readers with a time-tested path to achieving absolute well-being: the classical science
of yoga. “A loving invitation to live our best lives and a profound reassurance of why and how we
can.”—Sir Ken Robinson, author of The Element, Finding Your Element, and Out of Our Minds: Learning to
Be Creative NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SPIRITUALITY & HEALTH The practice of hatha
yoga, as we commonly know it, is but one of eight branches of the body of knowledge that is yoga. In
fact, yoga is a sophisticated system of self-empowerment that is capable of harnessing and activating
inner energies in such a way that your body and mind function at their optimal capacity. It is a means
to create inner situations exactly the way you want them, turning you into the architect of your own
joy. A yogi lives life in this expansive state, and in this transformative book Sadhguru tells the story
of his own awakening, from a boy with an unusual affinity for the natural world to a young daredevil who
crossed the Indian continent on his motorcycle. He relates the moment of his enlightenment on a
mountaintop in southern India, where time stood still and he emerged radically changed. Today, as the
founder of Isha, an organization devoted to humanitarian causes, he lights the path for millions. The
term guru, he notes, means “dispeller of darkness, someone who opens the door for you. . . . As a guru,
I have no doctrine to teach, no philosophy to impart, no belief to propagate. And that is because the
only solution for all the ills that plague humanity is self-transformation. Self-transformation means
that nothing of the old remains. It is a dimensional shift in the way you perceive and experience life.”
The wisdom distilled in this accessible, profound, and engaging book offers readers time-tested tools
that are fresh, alive, and radiantly new. Inner Engineering presents a revolutionary way of thinking
about our agency and our humanity and the opportunity to achieve nothing less than a life of joy.
Bone China
WeirDo (WeirDo #1)
Adolescent Health and Wellness
African Economic Outlook 2017 Entrepreneurship and Industrialisation
Preparing for Success in the Biggest Role of Your Life
A Doctor's Memoir of a Deadly Medical Crisis
This book includes the original, peer reviewed research articles from the 2nd International Conference
on Cybernetics, Cognition and Machine Learning Applications (ICCCMLA 2020), held in August, 2020 at Goa,
India. It covers the latest research trends or developments in areas of data science, artificial
intelligence, neural networks, cognitive science and machine learning applications, cyber physical
systems and cybernetics.
Asha Devi is India's youngest ever Prime Minister. She is twenty-nine years old, charismatic and driven.
Elevated to power after the assassination of her father she must prove that she is more than just a
dynast. But within days of her swearing-in, things begin to go wrong. Terrorists take hundreds of people
hostage at Delhi's top mall. Her coalition partner turns on her. Her step-brothers resent her accession.
And she is caught up in a ratings war between two of India's top TV channels and their self-obsessed
anchors. As Asha struggles to retain her hold on power, defeat the terrorists, keep her family together,
win over coalition partners and tackle the beast of 24x7 news TV, she never loses sight of one
objective: She must track down the man who murdered her father. Written in a cinematic, fast-moving
style this book offers an insider's view of how things move at the top echelons of government and gives
us a rare peek into the underbelly of the TV news business. It also brings back Asha Devi, the muchadmired heroine of Seema Goswami's bestselling Race Course Road.
“A gripping political thriller readers may find hard to put down.”—Dallas Morning News Keita Ali is an
elite runner living in Zantoroland, a poor, fictional island that is erupting in political violence.
When his father, a journalist, is murdered, Keita escapes to the wealthy nation of Freedom State—an
imagined country much like our own. A stateless refugee without documentation, Keita must hide from the
authorities even as he races marathons to support himself and ransom his sister who has been kidnapped.
This tension-filled novel by the best-selling author of Someone Knows My Name is an astute exploration
of dislocation, starting all over again, and the desperate need for home and community.
A Daphne Du Maurier-esque chiller set on the mysterious Cornish coast, from the award-winning author of
The Silent Companions. 'Du Maurier-tastic' GUARDIAN 'Deliciously sinister' HEAT 'A clever, creepy read'
SUNDAY EXPRESS Consumption has ravaged Louise Pinecroft's family, leaving her and her father alone and
heartbroken. But Dr Pinecroft has plans for a revolutionary experiment: convinced that sea air will
prove to be the cure his wife and children needed, he arranges to house a group of prisoners suffering
from the same disease in the cliffs beneath his new Cornish home. Forty years later, Hester Why arrives
at Morvoren House to take up a position as nurse to the now partially paralysed and almost entirely mute
Miss Pinecroft. Hester has fled to Cornwall to try and escape her past, but she soon discovers that her
new home may be just as dangerous as her last... Laura Purcell's spine-chilling new novel, The Shape of
Darkness, is out now!
The Book of Lakshmi
Gods and Heroes
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He (Shey)
The Story of Guru Nanak
Mythology Around the World
Mirror Made of Rain
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